EOC B-roll February 13, 2020 - Selected shots (no audio)

1) View of entire EOC; pan right to left; includes monitor wall
2) Small group of EOC staffers consult
3) Row of EOC workers with monitors; audiovisual room in background
4) Pop zoom into EOC staffers in center of EOC.
5) Pop zoom out from EOC staffers to reveal entire EOC.
6) Two EOC staffers in profile; rack focus from one to the other.
7) Pan to reveal EOC staffers, in profile, working at their computers.
8) Two EOC staffers consult.
9) Same two EOC staffers turn to consult with a coworker (off screen).
10) EOC staffer leans in to consult with coworker
11) EOC staffer at computer; zoom out to reveal coworkers in background.
12) EOC staffer leans over and consults with coworker at her computer.
13) EOC staffer and computer screen (soft focus); monitor wall in focus in background.
14) EOC staffer leans over and consults with coworker at her computer; stands to leave.
15) Pan to EOC staffer with coworkers and audiovisual room in background.
16) Closer shot of same EOC staffers consulting at their computers.
17) Standing EOC staffer consults with two seated coworkers.
18) EOC staffer at computer (soft focus); rack focus to show large monitor wall in background.
19) Pan of entire EOC monitor wall; ending with EOC staffer and his computer screen (soft focus).